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The ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic modelling framework 
 

Physics-dynamics coupling and related aspects 



è Introduction: development goals and important milestones 
of ICON’s development phase  

è Grid structure and dynamical core 
è Physics-dynamics coupling: time stepping, coupling 

strategies for NWP and climate physics packages, and 
measures for runtime optimization 

Outline 



Primary development goals 
 

•  Unified modeling system for NWP and climate prediction in order 
to bundle knowledge and to maximize synergy effects 

•  Better conservation properties 
•  Flexible grid nesting in order to replace both GME and COSMO-

EU in the operational suite of DWD 
•  Nonhydrostatic dynamical core for capability of seamless 

prediction 
•  Scalability and efficiency on O(104+) cores 

ICON 
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Milestones of ICON development 
 

Ø  2001: Decision about cooperation between DWD und MPI-M for a 
joint development of a new global modeling system for NWP and 
climate 

Ø  2004: First project positions; development of a shallow-water 
model based on the ICON grid structure 

Ø  2008: Hydrostatic dynamical core with numerics partly imported 
from ECHAM, start of implementation of tracer transport schemes 

Ø  2010: Nonhydrostatic dynamical core, coupling with physics 
parameterizations 

Ø  2011: First real-data tests 



Milestones of ICON development 
 

Ø  2012: First comparison of forecast skills against GME based on 
IFS analyses, subsequently several hundreds of test series in 
order to optimize forecast quality 

Ø  2012: Adaptation of 3D-Var data assimilation scheme to ICON data 
structures 

Ø  2013: Completion of coupling ICON – 3D-Var, further experiments 
to optimize forecast quality 

Ø  August 2014: Start of preoperational phase 
Ø  January 2015: Start of operational production (13 km, 90 levels up 

to 75 km), replacement of GME after 1 month of parallel phase 
Ø  July 2015: Activation of nested domain over Europe (6.5 km, 60 

levels up to 22.5 km), currently in parallel with COSMO-EU 



Milestones of ICON development 
 

Ø  Autumn 2015: Large-eddy simulations over Germany with realistic 
initial and boundary conditions, dx = 150 m, ~30M grid cells  

Ø  January 2016: Start of global ensemble data assimilation at DWD 
Ø  Summer 2016: Convection-permitting simulations over tropical 

Atlantic for NARVAL campaign, mesh size 2.5 km / 1.25 km 



Grid generation: based on the icosahedron 

R2B00 R3B00 
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Triangles are used as primal cells 
Mass points are in the circumcenter 
Velocity is defined at the edge 
midpoints 

Red cells refer to refined domain 
Boundary interpolation is needed from 
parent to child mass points and velocity 
points 
 

Staggering of variables and structure of nest interface  



Grid structure with refinement 

Global 
domain 

Regional 
domain 

Rule-of-thumb for average 
mesh size: 
Δx ≈ 5050 / ( n 2k )  [ km ] 
 

Example: 
R3B7: root division n = 3, 
number of bisections k = 7 
 

Mesh size: 13 km; 2.95 Mio 
grid points in global domain 
 

The nested domain over 
Europe has a mesh size of   
6.5 km (R3B8) 
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Equa3on	  system	  and	  solver	  

Ø 	  Fully	  compressible	  nonhydrosta3c	  vector	  invariant	  form,	  shallow	  atmosphere	  approxima3on	  

Solver: 
Ø  Finite volume/finite difference discretization (mostly 2nd order)  
Ø  Two-time level predictor-corrector time integration 
Ø  Vertically implicit (vertical sound-wave propagation) 
Ø  Fully explicit time integration in the horizontal (at sound wave time step; not split 

explicit!) 
Ø  Mass conserving 

Edge normal velocity 
Vertical velocity 

Full air density 

Virtual potential temperature 

Additional prognostic variables for qv, qc, qi, qr, qs and TKE) 

Zängl, G., D. Reinert, P. Ripodas, and M. Baldauf, 2015, QJRMS 



Process Scheme Origin Authors 

Radiation 
RRTM ECHAM6/IFS Mlawer et al. (1997) 

Barker et al. (2002) 

δ two-stream GME/COSMO Ritter and Geleyn (1992) 

Non-orographic 
gravity wave drag wave dissipation at critical level IFS Scinocca (2003) 

Orr, Bechtold et al. (2010) 

Sub-grid scale 
orographic drag blocking, GWD IFS Lott and Miller (1997) 

Cloud cover 
diagnostic PDF ICON Köhler et al. (new) 

sub-grid diagnostic GME/COSMO Doms et al. (2011) 

Microphysics 
prognostic: water vapor, cloud 
water,cloud ice, rain and snow GME/COSMO Doms et al. (2011) 

Seifert (2010) 

two-moment incl. graupel and hail COSMO Seifert and Beheng (2006) 

Convection mass-flux shallow and deep IFS Bechtold et al. (2008) 

Turbulent 
transfer 

prognostic TKE COSMO Raschendorfer (2001) 

prognostic TKE and scalar variances   COSMO Machulskaya, Mironov (2013) 

EDMF-DUALM IFS Neggers, Köhler, Beljaars (2010) 

Surface 
Processes 

tiled TERRA + FLAKE 
+ multi-layer snow + sea ice GME/COSMO 

Heise and Schrodin (2002), Helmert,    
Schulz et al. (2016), Mironov (2008) 

Machulskaya (2015) 

NWP Physics in ICON 



Process Scheme Origin Authors 
Radiation PSrad ECHAM6 Pincus and Stevens (2013) 

Non-orographic 
gravity wave 
drag 

Doppler-spread parameterization of 
gravity-wave momentum deposition 

ECHAM6 Hines (1997a, b),  
Manzini and McFarlane (1998) 

Sub-grid scale 
orographic drag 

Blocking, GWD ECHAM6 Lott (1999) 

Cloud cover Diagnostic relative humidity scheme ECHAM6 Sundqvist et al. (1989),Xu and 
Krueger (1991) 

Cloud 
microphysics 

Prognostic: water vapor, cloud water 
and cloud ice 

ECHAM6 Lohmann and Roeckner (1996) 

Cumulus 
convection 

Mass-flux shallow, mid-level and 
deep 

ECHAM6 Tiedtke (1989), Nordeng (1994) 

Vertical turbulent 
transfer 

Turbulent transport and surface 
fluxes 

ECHAM6 Brinkop and Roeckner (1995) 

Land processes Surface, soil and vegetation 
schemes, river routing 

JSBACH Raddatz et al. (2007)  

Climate Physics in ICON 



•  Dynamical core runs at sound wave time step, but longer steps 
(usually 4x or 5x) are used for tracer transport, numerical diffusion, 
and physics parameterizations 

•  Proportional reduction of time step in nested domains (factor of 2 per 
nesting step) for short (dynamics) and long (physics) time steps 

further general aspects 

•  Coupling is done at constant density (volume) because density is one 
of the prognostic variables in the dynamical core 

•  This required modifications is most physics schemes because they 
were originally designed for hydrostatic models with a σ-p coordinate 

Physics-dynamics coupling 
basic time integration concept 



•  Additional distinction between ‘fast physics’ and ‘slow physics’ 
schemes 

•  ‘Fast physics’ schemes are called every model time step and 
sequentially update the prognostic model variables 

•  Sequence: saturation adjustment, transfer scheme, surface, 
turbulence, cloud microphysics, saturation adjustment 

•  ‘Slow physics’ schemes (cloud cover, convection, radiation, wave 
drag) are called at longer time steps and provide tendencies to the 
dynamical core 

Physics-dynamics coupling 
NWP physics package: time integration 



Schematic representation of time stepping 

control time step 

dynamics time step (substep) 



•  Prognostic variables for precipitating hydrometeors with implicit 
calculation of sedimentation in microphysics scheme 

•  Explicit coupling between turbulence scheme and land-surface 
scheme; tile approach for surface and transfer schemes based on 
selection of dominant land cover classes on each grid point; flux 
aggregation over grid points 

•  Moisture physics (including transport of cloud and precip species) 
can be turned off in stratosphere 

•  Option for reduced radiation grid with special domain decomposition 
for global domain 

Physics-dynamics coupling 
NWP physics package: additional features and optimizations 



every ~30min 

Reduced radiation grid 
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upscaling 

downscaling 
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•  Hierarchical structure of the triangular mesh is very favourable for calculating physical 
processes (e.g. radiative transfer) with different spatial resolution compared to dynamics. 

•  In addition, a special domain decomposition is applied to minimize the day-night load 
imbalance 

Radiation step 
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•  Except for radiation, all parameterizations run at the same time step 

•  Possibility to choose between sequential update and collection of 
tendencies (“operator splitting” / “process splitting”) 

•  Implicit coupling between surface scheme and turbulence scheme for 
better numerical stability at large time steps 

•  Diagnostic precipitation scheme (i.e. no prognostic variables for rain 
and snow) 

Physics-dynamics coupling 
special features of climate physics package 



Experience with NWP using ICON at DWD 

è An intriguing example for pitfalls in physics-physics 
coupling 

è The importance of putting in question seemingly minor 
simplifications 

è Progress in forecast quality achieved at DWD in 
comparison to other global NWP centers 



    Physics-physics coupling    
“convection-induced grid-scale drizzle” 

è Case study for February 12, 2015 
è Wintertime anticyclonic conditions over central Europe 

with widespread stratus clouds over low areas and sunny 
conditions in the mountains 

è Observations showed small amounts of drizzle / snow 
grains at some spots 

è Precipitation in the operational ICON forecast was too 
much and too widespread 



24h-precipitation, 12 Feb. 15, 12 UTC 

precip over land came 
entirely from the grid-scale 
microphysics scheme! 



24h-precipitation, 12 Feb. 15, 12 UTC 
 
no convection scheme in 6.5 km nest over Europe 



è The convection scheme gets triggered in the unstable upper part 
of the stratus cloud deck but does not generate precipitation 
because of insufficient convection depth 

è  Instead, it detrains condensate to the grid-scale scheme 
è The water/ice-partitioning follows a universal function used 

throughout the convection scheme. At -3°C, already 25% of the 
condensate are diagnosed as cloud ice, which is completely 
unrealistic in this context 

è The detrained cloud ice then triggers the Bergeron-Findeisen 
process in the microphysics scheme 

è Workaround: change water/ice partitioning in the convective QC/
QI tendencies depending on local temperature and (convective) 
cloud top temperature 

What happens? 



24h-precipitation, 12 Feb. 15, 12 UTC 
 
with modified water/ice partitioning in convection tendencies 



è Raoult‘s law: 
 𝒆↓𝒔𝒂𝒕 = 𝒏↓𝒘 /𝒏↓𝒘 + 𝒏↓𝒔  𝒆↓𝒔𝒂𝒕,  𝒇𝒘  

è For 3.5% NaCl (sea water) this results in a reduction of esat by 
about 1.9%  

è The ensuing decrease of evaporation over the oceans 
significantly reduced the warm bias in the middle and upper 
troposphere 

Saturation pressure over salt water:               
a seemingly minor aspect neglected so far 



Analysis verification for tropics: 
 300-hPa temperature and 200-hPa geopotential 



a) analysis verification 

•  WMO standard verification against own analyses on 1.5°x1.5° lat-lon 
grid 

b) radiosonde verification 

•  Verification against radiosondes that passed the quality check of the 
data assimilation scheme 

More NWP scores … 
 
 

 a) Verification against GME, December 2014 
(i.e. the last full month of the preoperational phase) 



Mean sea-level pressure, RMSE in hPa 

blue: GME, red: ICON; RV: reduction of variance 

Analysis verification 



Analysis verification 

blue: GME, red: ICON; RV: reduction of variance 

Geopotential height at 500 hPa, RMSE in m 



Analysis verification 

blue: GME, red: ICON; RV: reduction of variance 

RMSE results for Antarctica 

       PMSL (hPa)                         Geopot. 500 hPa (m)           Temp. 700 hPa (K) 



Radiosonde verification for Antarctica (Dec 2014) 
 

        Bias, 0-48 h               Bias, 72-168 h   

dashed: ICON 
solid: GME 



WMO verification against 
radiosondes: 

 
Temperature, wind speed 

and geoptential at 850 hPa, 
northern hemisphere,    

RMSE, lead time 72 h 

↓ ICON             ↓ EDA 



WMO verification against 
radiosondes: 

 
Temperature, wind speed 

and geoptential at 850 hPa, 
tropics,                        
RMSE, lead time 72 h 

↓ ICON             ↓ EDA 



Verification results COSMO-EU vs. ICON-EU 
monthly RMSEs of 2m-temperature 

green: COSMO-EU; black: ICON-EU 



Verification results COSMO-EU vs. ICON-EU 
wind direction, relative humidity, temperature 

and geopotential against radiosondes 

green: COSMO-EU; black: ICON-EU 



Summary 
 

è Physics-dynamics coupling in ICON is done at constant density 
because this is one of the prognostic dynamical variables 

è Focus for NWP physics package and the related coupling 
strategy was on runtime optimization, whereas flexibility and 
comparability with ECHAM had a higher priority for the climate 
physics package 

è To my experience, ‘physics-physics coupling’ and careful tuning 
of all components of a physics package is at least as important 
as physics-dynamics coupling 

è For ICON, the efforts along that line are already paying off… 


